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The index theorems relate the gauge field and metric on a manifold to the solution
of the Dirac equation on it. In the standard approach, the Dirac operator must be

massless in order to make the chirality operator well-defined. In physics, however, the

index theorem appears as a consequence of chiral anomaly, which is an explicit breaking
of the symmetry. It is then natural to ask if we can understand the index theorems

in a massive fermion system which does not have chiral symmetry. In this reviewa, we

discuss how to reformulate the chiral anomaly and index theorems with massive Dirac
operators, where we find nontrivial mathematical relations between massless and massive

fermions. A special focus is placed on the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index, whose original

formulation requires a physicist-unfriendly boundary condition, while the corresponding
massive domain-wall fermion reformulation does not. The massive formulation provides

a natural understanding of the anomaly inflow between the bulk and edge in particle

and condensed matter physics.
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1. Introduction

The Atiyah-Singer (AS) index theorem1,2 on a manifold without boundary is well

understood and appreciated in physics. The theorem relates the number of solutions

of a Dirac equation having a definite chirality to the topological invariant given by

the gauge field and metric on it. In particle physics, it gives, for example, an essential

understanding of a non-perturbative tunneling effect in the vacuum of quantum

chromodynamics (QCD) through instantons.

The Atiyah-Patodi-Singer (APS) index theorem,3–5 which is an extension of the

AS theorem to a manifold with boundaries is, however, not very physicist-friendly.

In order to keep the chirality well-defined, a nonlocal boundary condition is imposed

by hand, which is known as the APS boundary condition. In relativistic physics,

any condition on fields must be locally given, otherwise, the causality may be lost

as information propagates faster than the speed of light.

For an intuitive understanding, let us consider a massless free fermionic particle

reflecting at a boundary, which is a flat Euclidean compact manifold Y . To conserve

aThis article is based on lectures at YITP, Kyoto university, in December 2020.
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the energy and momentum in the horizontal directions, the particle must flip the

momentum in the normal direction to Y . On the other hand, the spin of the particle

should not change as Y has a rotational symmetry with the axis perpendicular to Y .

In this case, the helicity or the spin in the moving direction of the particle flips and

the chiral symmetry is lost. This simple example tells us that it is natural to lose

chiral symmetry on a manifold with boundary when a local and physically sensible

boundary condition is imposed. Otherwise, a non-local and physically implausible

boundary condition is needed.

It is interesting to note that the index theorems appear in physics as a con-

sequence of quantum anomaly6,7 of the chiral symmetry. The index itself counts

the mismatch of the left-handed and right-handed modes of fermions. We may say

that the index is defined with a symmetry, which is explicitly broken by quantum

anomaly. Then it is natural to ask if we can reformulate the index theorems with-

out chiral symmetry from the beginning, or equivalently, if we can reformulate them

with massive fermions. In this review, we would like to show that the answer is “Yes,

we can.”

The key to describe the index theorems without chiral symmetry is the so-called

domain-wall fermion.8–10 The domain-wall fermion is a massive fermion with a mass

term flipping its sign at some codimension-one submanifold. Inside bulk, or regions

far from the wall, the fermion is gapped or massive, while a massless edge mode

appears localized at the domain-wall. The domain-wall fermion provides a good

model for a topological insulator surrounded by a normal insulator. We can regard

the negative mass (compared to that of regulator) regions as a topological matter

and the positive ones as in the normal phase.

In Ref. 11, we perturbatively showed that the η invariant of a massive domain-

wall fermion Dirac operator on a flat four-dimensional Euclidean manifold coincides

with the APS index on a “half” of the same manifold or the negative mass region

with the APS boundary condition assigned to the location of the domain-wall.

After Ref. 11, three mathematicians joined our collaboration and we achieved a

mathematical proof12 that the equality is mathematically justified: for any APS

index on a general Riemannian manifold with boundary, there exists a domain-wall

Dirac operator on an extended manifold attaching “outside” of the original one,

whose η invariant is equal to the original APS index. Our massive formulation is so

physicist-friendly that application to lattice gauge theory is straightforward13 (see

Ref. 14 for a relation to the Berry phase). Recently we extended our work to the

mod-two APS index,15 which is defined on odd-dimensional manifolds.

Our work has a tight connection to the anomaly inflow,9,16 or anomaly match-

ing17 between bulk and edge18 fermions, which attracts a significant attention in

particle physics19–25 and condensed matter physics.26–34 As will be shown below,

the roles of bulk and edge modes are manifest in our massive reformulation and we

can intuitively understand how their anomaly is canceled, in contrast to the case

with the APS boundary condition, which does not allow any edge-localized modes

to exist.
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The rest of this article is organized as follows. We start in Sec. 2 with the

standard axial U(1) anomaly employing the Pauli-Villars regularization. We will

see that the anomaly comes from the mass term of the Pauli-Villars field. In Sec. 3,

we try to reformulate the Atiyah-Singer index on a closed manifold with massive

Dirac operator. Then we review the original work of APS in Sec. 4 and explain why

it is physicist-unfriendly. In Sec. 5, we reformulate the APS index with the domain-

wall fermion Dirac operator. The application to the lattice gauge theory (Sec. 6) and

mod-two index on odd-dimensional manifold (Sec. 7) are briefly reviewed. Summary

and discussion are given in Sec. 8.

2. Perturbative computation of axial U(1) anomaly

As a warm-up, let us discuss the axial U(1) anomaly.6,7 In the textbooks, this

anomaly is beautifully obtained by the Fujikawa method with the heat-kernel regu-

larization. Here we revisit this computation with the Pauli-Villars(PV) regulariza-

tion,35 which is slightly tedious but makes it clear that the anomaly is an explicit

symmetry breaking of the theory originating from the mass term.

We start with the massless Dirac fermion action

S =

∫

X

d4x ψ̄Dψ(x), (1)

on a four-dimensional Euclidean flat space X, where ψ and ψ̄ are four-component

spinors on which the Dirac operator D = γµ(∂µ + iAµ) operates. The gamma

matrices satisfy {γµ, γν} = 2δµν and we take the SU(N) gauge field Aµ =
∑
aA

a
µT

a

with Hermitian generators T a.

With the chirality operator γ5 = −γ1γ2γ3γ4, the action is invariant under the

axial U(1) rotation:

ψ → exp(iαγ5)ψ, ψ̄ → ψ̄ exp(iαγ5), (2)

since eiαγ5Deiαγ5 = D. For x-dependent angle α(x) we have

eiα(x)γ5Deiα(x)γ5 = D + iγµγ5∂µα(x). (3)

Assuming α(x)→ 0 at |x| → ∞ we obtain by a partial integration that

S =

∫

X

d4x ψ̄Dψ(x)− i
∫

X

d4x α(x)∂µ
[
ψ̄γµγ5ψ(x)

]
, (4)

from which we may classically conclude the conservation of the axial current Jµ5 (x) =

ψ̄γµγ5ψ(x).

However, in quantum field theory, we have to take the path-integral measure

into account:

Z =

∫
[Dψ̄Dψ]Je−S[ψ̄,ψ]+

∫
d4xα(x)∂µJ

µ
5 (x), (5)

where J is the Jacobian of the measure. Fujikawa showed that J 6= 1 and ∂µJ
µ
5 (x)

does not conserve. This is the standard derivation of the axial U(1) anomaly.
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Here we do not directly compute J but instead introduce a bosonic spinor field

φ(x) and add its actionb

S =

∫

X

d4x ψ̄Dψ(x) +

∫

X

d4x φ̄(D +M)φ(x), (6)

where M is a cut-off scale mass. Then the path-integral becomes

Z =

∫
[Dψ̄Dψ]

∫
[Dφ̄Dφ]e−S =

detD

det(D +M)
. (7)

Let us perform the axial U(1) rotation on ψ and φ:

Z =

∫
[Dψ̄Dψ]J

∫
[Dφ̄Dφ]J−1e−S[ψ̄,ψ,φ̄,φ]+

∫
d4xα(x)[∂µJµ5,PV (x)+2iφ̄Mγ5φ(x)], (8)

where Jµ5,PV(x) = ψ̄γµγ5ψ(x) + φ̄γµγ5φ(x) is the PV-regularized axial current. We

can see that the Jacobian of ψ field is precisely canceled by that of φ. Instead, we

have a change in the mass term 2iφ̄Mγ5φ(x).

Now we have a relation

∂µ

〈
Jµ5,PV(x)

〉
= 2i

〈
φ̄Mγ5φ(x)

〉
= 2Mtr

[
γ5

1

D +M

]
(x, x), (9)

where 〈O〉 denotes the functional average of an operator O. Is this the axial

anomaly? The answer is definitely “yes”. It is a good exercise in the large M limit

to reproduce the anomaly. Using the same properties of f(x) = 1/(1 + x) with the

standard heat-kernel f(x) = e−x, such as f(0) = 1, f(∞) = 0 and n-th derivative

f (n)(x)x|x=0 = 0, it is straightforward to confirm the right hand side (RHS) of

Eq. (9) becomes

=
2

32π2
εµνρσtrFµνFρσ(x), (10)

where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + i[Aµ, Aν ] is the field strength. It is thus obvious that

the axial U(1) anomaly is an explicit breaking as it originates from the mass term

of the Pauli-Villars field.

Next, let us discuss the integral of the anomaly over a compact and closed

manifold Xc,
∫

X

d4xMtr

[
γ5

1

D +M

]
(x, x) =

1

32π2

∫

X

d4xεµνρσtrFµνFρσ(x), (11)

where the RHS is known to give an integer called the winding number. The left

hand side (LHS) can be expressed by a spectral decomposition,
∫
d4xMtr

[
γ5

1

D +M

]
(x, x) = Tr

[
γ5

1

1−D2/M2

]
=
∑

λ

〈λ|γ5|λ〉
1

1 + λ2/M2

(12)

bIn general we need more PV fields to fully regularize the theory. But for the computation of

anomaly one bosonic spinor is enough.
cFor example, X is a four-dimensional torus X = T 4.
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where Tr =
∫
X
d4x tr and we have inserted the eigenmode complete set of the Dirac

operator, D|λ〉 = iλ|λ〉. Every nonzero eigenmode λ 6= 0 makes a pair with the one

with the opposite sign since

Dγ5|λ〉 = −γ5D|λ〉 = −iλγ5|λ〉 ∝ | − λ〉 (13)

and therefore, 〈λ|γ5|λ〉 ∝ 〈λ| − λ〉 = 0. We now obtain the Atiyah-Singer index

theorem,

n+ − n− =
1

32π2

∫

X

d4xεµνρσtrFµνFρσ(x), (14)

where n± is the number of zero modes with ± chirality.

In this section, we have derived the axial U(1) anomaly and Atiyah-Singer index

theorem with the Pauli-Villars regularization. We have confirmed that the axial U(1)

anomaly is an explicit breaking of the theory, which comes from the mass term of

the PV field. The RHS of the index theorem is the winding number of the gauge

fields, while the LHS is the index of the Dirac operator. The LHS is given by the zero

modes only, which is a “bonus” from a property of the Dirac operator {γ5, D} = 0.

In the following, we will discuss what we can do when this bonus is missing.

3. Atiyah-Singer index with massive Dirac operator

Let us consider a massive fermion action from the beginning,

S[m, θ] =

∫

X

d4x ψ̄ [D +m exp(iγ5θ)]ψ(x) +

∫

X

d4x φ̄(D +M)φ(x), (15)

where we assign a nontrivial chiral angle θ to the mass term. By a chiral rotation,

the path integral is equal to

Z[m, θ] =

∫
[Dψ̄Dψ]

∫
[Dφ̄Dφ]e−S[m,θ]

=

∫
[Dψ̄′Dψ′]J

∫
[Dφ̄′Dφ′]J−1e−S[m,0]+

∫
X
d4x[φ̄′M(eiγ5θ−1)φ′(x)]

=

∫
[Dψ̄′Dψ′]

∫
[Dφ̄′Dφ′]e−S[m,0]+iθ

∫
X
d4x[ 1

32π2 ε
µνρσtrFµνFρσ(x)]

=
det(D +m)

det(D +M)
eiθ

∫
X
d4x[ 1

32π2 ε
µνρσtrFµνFρσ(x)]. (16)

For m = 0, θ is unphysical being rotated away from the theoryd. For m = M , the

fermion is completely decoupled from the theory and its effect is renormalized into

the θ term.

dSetting the up quark mass exactly zero was considered as a solution to the strong CP problem in

QCD but the possibility was excluded by recent lattice QCD results:36 up quark mass is different

from zero by 25 standard deviations.
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For a general value of θ, the time-reversal T or parity symmetry is broken.

At θ = 0, the system is T symmetric but trivial, which is expected in a normal

insulator. At θ = 0, the T invariance is maintained in a nontrivial way,

Z[m, θ = π] ∝ (−1)IAS = (−1)−IAS , (17)

where IAS is the winding number or the RHS of the Atiyah-Singer index. We will

see below that θ = π represents physics of the topological insulator.

Note in this section that we have not introduced any notion of chiral or zero

modes. Nevertheless, the index is hidden in the massive fermion determinant. Our

proposal is then to use the massive Dirac fermion to “define” the index, using

anomaly rather than symmetry.

Let us rewrite the determinant above setting m = M and θ = π as below.

Z[M,π] =
det(D −M)

det(D +M)
=

det iγ5(D −M)

det iγ5(D +M)
=

∏
λ−M

iλ−M∏
λ+M

iλ+M

= exp


− iπ

2


∑

λ+M

sgnλ+M −
∑

λ−M

sgnλ−M




 , (18)

where λ± are the eigenvalues of H± = γ5(D ±M). The exponent contains the so-

called APS η invariant defined by the summation of sign of the eigenvalues, and the

“new” definition of the Atiyah-Singer index is given as

IAS = −1

2
η(H−) +

1

2
η(H+) =: −1

2
η(H−)PV., (19)

where the last equality reminds us that the second term is contribution from the

PV fieldse. This definition does not need chiral symmetry or {D, γ5} = 0. Instead,

it is no longer given by the zero modes only.

3.1. Perturbative computation

In order to directly confirm that the RHS of Eq. (19) is equivalent to the Atiyah-

Singer index, let us express the η invariant in an integral form of a “half” Gaussian:

η(H) = Tr
H√
H2

=
2√
π

∫ ∞

0

du TrHe−u
2H2

, (20)

and perform a weak coupling expansion in e−u
2H2

. Note for very large eigenvalue of

H that the short distance behavior u ∼ 0 is subtle to evaluate. But such a possible

UV divergence is precisely canceled between H± contributions in Eq. (19).

eIn the original definition in Ref. 4 the η invariant was given by the ζ function regularization. Here

we use the Pauli-Villars but we may consider each term of Eq. (19) is regularized by the ζ function

before taking the difference. In either case, the result is the same.
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Using H2
± = γ5(D ±M)γ5(D ±M) = −D2 +M2, we have

η(H±) = ±2M√
π

∫ ∞

0

du Trγ5(1±D/M)e−u
2(−D2+M2)

= ±2M√
π

∫ ∞

0

du e−u
2M2

Trγ5e
u2D2

=
±1

32π2

∫
d4x εµνρσtrFµνFρσ(x) +O(1/M), (21)

where we have used that D2 contains only even number of γµ products. The eval-

uation of Trγ5e
u2D2

is exactly the same as the standard Fujikawa method with the

heat kernel regularization. Now we have perturbatively confirmed

−1

2
η(H−)PV. =

1

32π2

∫
d4x εµνρσtrFµνFρσ(x), (22)

at least, in the large M limit. The reader may wonder why this η invariant is

an integer, whereas for a general Hermitian operator h, η(h) is known to be a

non-integer. It is the time-reversal symmetry of the fermion determinant in four

dimensions that guarantees that η(H−)PV./2 is always an integer.

3.2. A nonperturbative proof

If we use the chiral symmetry of D, we can easily give a nonperturbative proof for

the equality (19) with a finite M . From the anti-commutation relation {H±, D} = 0,

it is guaranteed that every eigenmodes of H± appear in ± pairs, except for the zero

modes of D (or ±M modes of H±). Then we have

η(H±) = ±(n+ − n−) + (cutoff effects), (23)

where a possible regularization dependent part (cutoff effects) is precisely canceled

by the difference in Eq. (19).

We, however, would like to try another proof (we showed in our paper12), which

is a bit tedious but useful in the application to the APS index where we do not have

any nice anti-commutation relation. The new proof is also physically interesting as

it introduces a similar structure to topological insulator.

To this end, let us treat H(m) = γ5(D + m) as a one parameter family in

the range −M ≤ m ≤ M . For the zero modes Dφ = 0, H(m)φ = ±mφ, where

the sign is equal to the chirality. For the nonzero modes of D, every eigenmode

of H(m) appear in ± pairs with λm = ±
√
λ2

0 +m2, where λ0 is one of the pair

at m = 0. The spectrum of {λm} is shown in Fig. 1. It is important to note that

n+ eigenmodes cross zero from negative to positive, and n− cross from positive to

negative, respectively. In mathematics, the difference of crossings n+−n− is known

as the spectral flow of H(m), m ∈ [−M,+M ].

In Fig. 1, we may consider the mass parameter as an extra coordinate x5 = m.

Then we notice two domains x5 = m < 0 and x5 = m > 0 where the fermion

has a gap. At x5 = m = 0, the gap closes and the fermion system has chiral
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symmetry. This structure reminds us of the domain-wall fermion, or topological

insulator. The result is not special for the linear function m = x5 but unchanged

for any monotonically increasing function m(x5) keeping m(0) = 0.

In fact, our new proof12 for Eq. (19) starts with constructing the domain-wall

fermion, taking a kink mass m(x5) = Msgn(x5), where x5 ∈ R is the fifth coordinate

on a cylindrical manifold X ×R. On this five-dimensional manifold, we introduce a

two-flavor Dirac fermion and a Dirac operator

D5D
DW(M) = τ2 ⊗ ∂x5

+ iτ1 ⊗ γ5(D +Msgn(x5))

= i

(
0 ∂x5

+ γ5(D +Msgn(x5))

−∂x5
+ γ5(D +Msgn(x5)) 0

)
, (24)

setting A5 = 0 and ∂x5Aµ=1,2,3,4 = 0. This Dirac operator can be also viewed as

a massless six-dimensional single-flavor operator with the 6th momentum fixed to

Msgn(x5). In either interpretation, the Dirac operator has a “chiral” symmetry

with γ7 = τ3 ⊗ 14×4.

Now let us solve the Dirac equation,

D5D
DW(M)φ(x) = [τ2 ⊗ ∂x5 + iτ1 ⊗ γ5(D +Msgn(x5))]φ(x) = 0. (25)

In the large M limit, any zero mode must satisfy

τ2[1⊗ ∂x5 + τ3 ⊗ γ5Msgn(x5)]φ(x) = 0, (26)

to which an edge-localized solution

φ(x) ∝ exp(−M |x5|), τ3 ⊗ γ5φ(x) = +φ(x) (27)

is known,8,9 and the massless Dirac equation Dφ(x) = 0. Since γ7 = τ3 ⊗ 14×4 and

12×2 ⊗ γ5 must have the same eigenvalue, we can conclude that their indices are

equal:

Ind(D5D
DW(M)) = Ind(D)

(
lim
s→0

Trγ7e
sD5D

DW(M)2 = lim
s→0

Trγ5e
sD2
)
. (28)

In mathematics, this is known as the localization (and product formula) of the

zero modes.37,38 With the position dependent mass, we can make the zero modes

localized on a lower-dimensional surface and the index is given by the product of

the one in the lower dimensions, and another in the normal directions. In our case,

the index in the normal direction corresponds to the solution to Eq. (26), which is

always unity.

Let us take a different view of the same Dirac equation (25). At x5 ∼ −∞, the

equation is

0 = τ2 [1⊗ ∂x5
+ τ3 ⊗H(−M)]φ(x). (29)

For the chirality γ7 = τ3 ⊗ 14×4 = ±1, we find solutions of the form

φ ∼ exp(∓λ−Mx5), (30)
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where λ−M is the eigenvalue of H(−M), which is normalizable only when

sgn(λ−M ) = ∓1.

Similarly, at x5 ∼ +∞, the equation

0 = τ2 [1⊗ ∂x5
+ τ3 ⊗H(+M)]φ(x) (31)

has the solutions for γ7 = τ3⊗ 14×4 = ±1 with the eigenvalue λ+M of H(+M) such

that

φ ∼ exp(∓λ+Mx5), (32)

which is normalizable only when sgn(λ+M ) = ±1.

Smoothing the step functionf and considering an adiabatic x5 dependence of the

solutions, we can assign a one-to-one correspondence between the solution and the

one-parameter family of each eigenvalue λm. For a γ7 = +1 zero mode, we have to

find a λm with λ−M < 0 and λ+M > 0, while for γ7 = −1 we have to find the one

with λ−M > 0 and λ+M < 0. Namely, the index is given by the spectral flow along

the path m ∈ [−M,+M ] counting the increased number of the positive eigenvalues

subtracted by that of the negative eigenvalues divided by 2:

Ind(D5D
DW(M)) =

1

2


 ∑

λ+M>0

−
∑

λ−M>0

−
∑

λ+M<0

+
∑

λ−M<0




=
1

2

∑

λ+M

sgn(λ+M )− 1

2

∑

λ−M

sgn(λ−M ). (33)

As the last equality leads to the difference of the eta invariantsg, the proof for

Eq.(19) is complete.

In this proof, the original four-dimensional manifold appears as if it were a

domain-wall between five-dimensional topological insulator in the x5 < 0 region and

normal insulator in the x5 > 0 region. While the standard index of massless Dirac

operator is given on the edge or domain-wall, the massive expression corresponds

to the evaluation of the same quantity at the bulk. We may call it a “bulk-edge

correspondence”.

Before concluding this section, we would like to give two remarks. The first

one is about stability of the definitions. Suppose that we choose a regularization of

the theory where the chiral symmetry of the massless Dirac operator is explicitly

lost, which regularly happens on a lattice. Then the spectrum may be distorted like

Fig. 2. It would be difficult to define the chiral zero modes, while it is not difficult to

count the spectral flow as far as H(±M) are gapped. The massive definition is more

stable against the symmetry breaking. The second remark is a relation to K-theory.

The equality of the two definitions of the index is a mathematical consequence of the

f In our paper,12 we did not use this intuitive adiabatic approach but gave a different proposition

valid for arbitrarily steep x5 dependence of m(x5).
gWe have implicitly used a fact that the index is given by the eta invariants at x5 = ±∞, which

is true in odd dimensions only.
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so-called suspension isomorphism between a K group with the Z2 grading chirality

operator and another without chirality operator on a higher-dimensional manifold

called the reduced suspension of the original one.

To summarize this section, we have argued that the Atiyah-Singer index can

be described by the eta invariant of the massive Dirac fermion operator without

using the chiral symmetry. The equality has been confirmed both perturbatively

and nonperturbatively. The nonperturbative proof utilizes a structure similar to a

five-dimensional topological insulator and the equality is established by a bulk-edge

correspondence. The massive bulk definition is stable against symmetry breaking of

the original Dirac operator.

4. Atiyah-Patodi-Singer(APS) index (review)

So far, we have discussed fermions on a closed manifold without boundary. In

this section, we consider a manifold with boundary and review the original

Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem and discuss why the formulation is physicist-

unfriendly.

For simplicity, we consider a four-dimensional flat Euclidean compact manifold

X with a three-dimensional boundary Y . Let DAPS be a Dirac operator for the

fermion field on X, to which the so-called APS boundary condition is imposed.
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Fig. 1. The spectrum of H(m) = γ5(D +m) as a function of m.
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Then the APS index theorem is

IndDAPS =
1

32π2

∫

X

d4x εµνρσtrFµνFρσ(x)− 1

2
η(iDY ), (34)

where iDY is a boundary Dirac operator on Y . As Y is an odd-dimensional manifold,

the eta invariant η(iDY ) is a non-integer in general, which compensates the surface

contribution of the first term to make the total RHS an integer.

This APS index theorem has not been that relevant in physics, since we were

not interested in manifolds with boundary, which breaks the Lorentz invariance.

However, recently, it attracts attention as pointed out in Ref.16 that the APS index

is a key to understand the bulk-edge correspondence of topological insulators. In a

topological insulator, the electrons in bulk is gapped, while the edge or surface modes

become massless showing a good conductivity. The first term of Eq. (34) corresponds

to the phase of bulk fermions, while the second term is that of edge modes. Each of

them has anomaly in time-reversal T symmetry, but the total contribution makes

the theory T invariant.
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We cannot define 
<latexit sha1_base64="WP8bB+RQ7xaLx5y6soBSXD7JUrk=">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</latexit>n+ � n�.

Fig. 2. Example of the spectrum of H(m) = γ5(D + m) when D does not respect the chiral
symmetry. The massive definition or the number of crossings is still easy to count, while it is

difficult to find a good definition of the chiral zero modes at m = 0.
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Let us look into the details. The massless edge mode’s determinant is

Zedge = lim
µ→∞

det
DY

DY + µ
= lim
µ→∞

∏

λY

iλY
iλY + µ

∼ lim
µ→∞

∏

λY

iλY
µ

∝ exp

[
− iπ

2

∑

λY

sgn(−λY )

]
= exp

[
− iπ

2
η(iDY )

]
. (35)

For the bulk massive fermions, from the results on a closed manifold we discussed

in Eq. (16) setting m = M and θ = π it is natural to assume that

Zbulk ∝ exp

(
iπ

∫

X

d4x

[
1

32π2
εµνρσtrFµνFρσ(x)

])
, (36)

holds even when X has a boundary. The total partition function is then

ZbulkZedge ∝ exp(iπIndDAPS) = (−1)IndDAPS , (37)

which is T invariant under the change of IndDAPS → −IndDAPS.

In this way, the RHS of Eq. (34) has a natural interpretation in physics. But if

you look at the definition of LHS, we would feel a bit uncomfortable.

Let us take our coordinate x4 in the normal direction of the boundary Y which

is located at x4 = 0. The Dirac operator near x4 = 0 is written as

DAPS = γ4

(
∂

∂x4
+A

)
, (38)

where A = γ4γiD
i is the three-dimensional operator at x4 = 0. The APS boundary

condition requires the fermion fields to kill all the positive eigenmode components

of A:

(A+ |A|)ψ|x4=0 = 0, (A+ |A|)DAPSψ|x4=0 = 0. (39)

(For simplicity, we assume A has no zero eigenvalue). This condition is nonlocal, as

clear from a nonlocal operator |A|, and sensitive to the eigenfunctions of A, which

is extended in Y .

The APS boundary condition keeps the anti-Hermiticity of DAPS

0 =

∫

x4>0

d4xφ†2(x)DAPSφ1(x) +

∫

x4>0

d4x(DAPSφ2)†(x)φ1(x)

=

∫

x4=0

d3xφ†2(x)γ4φ1(x), (40)

since {γ4, A} = 0, and for any linear combination φ1(x) of negative eigenmodes of

A, γ4φ1(x) is that of positive eigenmodes. The condition also keeps the chirality

[γ5, A] = 0 well-defined, and with the anti-commutation relation {γ5, DAPS}, the

index can be written by the chiral zero modes, as usual: n+ − n−.

In the standard Fujikawa method, let us perturbatively evaluate the index, with

a heat kernel regulator,

IndDAPS = lim
s→0

Trγ5e
sD2

APS . (41)
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Unlike on a closed manifold, the trace must be evaluated with a complete set sat-

isfying the APS boundary condition. In the chiral representation,

A = γ4γiD
i =

(−iσiDi 0

0 iσiD
i

)
=:

(
iDY 0

0 −iDY

)
= τ3 ⊗ iDY (42)

and we can take a basis of the form below.

φω,λ± (x4)⊗ φYλ (x), (43)

where the subscript ± denotes the chirality: τ3φ
ω,λ
± (x4) = ±φω,λ± (x4), ω is the

(absolute value of) momentum in the x4 direction, and φYλ (x) is the eigenfunction

of the surface Dirac operator iDY (at x4 = 0) with the eigenvalue λ: iDY φ
Y
λ (x) =

λφYλ (x).

The APS boundary condition reads

φω,λ+ (x4 = 0) = 0, (∂4 − λ)φω,λ− (x4)
∣∣∣
x4=0

= 0, for λ > 0,

φω,λ− (x4 = 0) = 0, (∂4 + λ)φω,λ+ (x4)
∣∣∣
x4=0

= 0, for λ < 0, (44)

to which the solutions are given by

φω,λ+ (x4) =
eiωx4 − e−iωx4

√
2π

, φω,λ− (x4) =
(iω + λ)eiωx4 + (iω − λ)e−iωx4

√
2π(ω2 + λ2)

for λ > 0,

φω,λ− (x4) =
eiωx4 − e−iωx4

√
2π

, φω,λ+ (x4) =
(iω − λ)eiωx4 + (iω + λ)e−iωx4

√
2π(ω2 + λ2)

for λ < 0,

(45)

where the eigenvalue of DAPS is ±i
√
λ2 + ω2.

Interestingly, there is no edge-localized modes in the complete set. In fact, the

Dirac equation DAPSφ = γ4(∂4 +A)φ = 0 has a formal solution exp(−λx4)⊗φYλ (x)

for any eigenvalue λ of A, but the APS condition does not allow normalizable

solutions with λ > 0, which decays at x4 =∞.

With the above complete set, we are now ready to compute the index perturba-

tively. At the leading order of the adiabatic expansion, ignoring the x4 dependence

of the gauge field, we have

lim
s→0

Trγ5e
sD2

APS |LO = lim
s→0

∑

λ

∫
dx4sgnλe−sλ

2

∫
dω

2π

(
−1 +

2i|λ|
ω + i|λ|e

−sω2+2iωx4

)

= lim
s→0

∑

λ

sgnλ

∫ ∞

0

dx4
∂

∂x4

[
1

2
e2|λ|x4erfc(x4

√
s+ |λ|√s)

]

= −1

2
η(iDY ). (46)

Here erfc(z) is the complementary error function,

erfc(x) =
2√
π

∫ ∞

z

dξe−ξ
2

,
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which satisfies erfc(0) = 1 and erfc(∞) = 0. From the next-to-leading order (NLO)

contribution at bulk, we reproduce the curvature term,

lim
s→0

Trγ5e
sD2

APS |NLO =
1

32π2

∫

X

d4x εµνρσtrFµνFρσ(x). (47)

See Ref. 39 for the details. Thus we perturbatively confirmed the APS index theo-

remh.

The APS condition has no problem in mathematics. To the first-order differential

equations, we can put any boundary condition by hand. In physics, however, it

is unnatural to keep helicity of one particle state as described in Sec. 1. Also,

in quantum field theory, the quantum correction makes the boundary condition

distorted, which could end up with a natural boundary condition in the continuum

limit.41 Specifically, the APS condition would receive a power divergent correction

(expected from a naive dimensional analysis),

(A+ |A|+ c/a)φ = 0, (48)

where a is the short-range cut-off of the theory, which would end up with a Dirichlet

condition in the continuum limit, unless we fine-tune the coefficient c, or require it

to vanish imposing some symmetry. It is also clear that even if we could fine-tune

c to vanish, the system with the APS boundary condition, under which no edge

localized mode can exist, is far different from topological insulators.

As a final discussion of this section, let us consider what is more physical setup. In

physics, anything we regard as a boundary has “outside” of it. Topological insulators

are nontrivial because their outside is covered by normal insulators (including air).

Therefore, it would be better to consider physics with a domain-wall, separating two

or more regions with different physical properties, rather than that on a manifold

with a boundary. As discussed in this section, we should require angular momentum

of particles to be preserved, rather than their helicity. The boundary condition

should not be put by hand, but should be automatically chosen by nature. Hopefully

the edge localized modes can exist and play a key role. In the next section, we will

see that the domain-wall fermion perfectly matches these requirementsi.

5. APS index with domain-wall fermion

In this section, we show that the domain-wall Dirac operator can describe the APS

index with different setup from the original one.

hWith more general setups, a simple derivation of the APS index theorem was recently given in

Ref.40
iIn Ref. 42, why the APS condition appears in physics and its non-local behavior has no problem is

differently explained. They rotate the x4 to the “time” direction and introduce the APS boundary
condition as an intermediate “state”. They showed that the unphysical property of APS is canceled

between the bra/ket states. It is interesting to note that we try to remove it in our work, while in

Ref. 42 they try to cancel it.
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Let us recall Sec. 3, where we have confirmed that the AS index IAS can be

expressed by the massive Dirac operator, which is reflected in its determinant,

det

(
D −M
D +M

)
∝ (−1)IAS . (49)

In this section, we consider a four-dimensional domain-wall fermion determinant,

det

(
D − εM
D +M

)
, (50)

where ε denotes a position-dependent step function, for example, ε = sgn(x4)j.

From the γ5 Hermiticity: γ5Dγ5 = −D = D†, we find that the domain-wall

fermion determinant is real, and we may assign an integer I

det

(
D − εM
D +M

)
= det

(
γ5(D − εM)γ5

γ5(D +M)γ5

)
= det

(
D − εM
D +M

)∗
∝ (−1)I , (51)

to represent its sign. In the same way as in Sec. 3, we can express I by the η

invariants as follows,

I =
1

2
η(HDW)PV. = −1

2
η(HDW) +

1

2
η(HPV), (52)

where HDW = γ5(D − εM) and HPV = γ5(D + M). What is I here? In fact, it is

the APS index of ε = +1 region as will be shown below.

5.1. Perturbative evaluation of η invariant of domain-wall Dirac

operator

Let us perturbatively evaluate the η invariant of the domain-wall Dirac operator,

1

2
η(HDW ) =

1

2
Tr

HDW√
H2
DW

= Tr
HDW√

π

∫ ∞

0

due−u
2H2

DW . (53)

The short distance behavior around u ∼ 0 for the large eigenvalues of HDW , is again

precisely canceled with that of the Pauli-Villars. In contrast to the AS index, the

standard plane wave set does not work in evaluating the trace, since the translational

symmetry is broken by the position-dependent mass term.

As an explicit example, we consider a flat four-dimensional torus of size L3×2T ,

on which we put two domain-walls at x4 = 0 and x4 = T . Taking the A4 = 0 gauge,

the domain-wall Dirac operator is given by

HDW = γ5

[
γiD

i + γ4∂4 −Msgn(x4)sgn(T − x4)
]
. (54)

Near x4 = 0 and taking the large T limit, the solutions to

[H free
DW]2φ =

[
−∂2

µ +M2 + 2Mγ4δ(x4)
]

= λ2φ (55)

jThe index and anomaly with more general position-dependent mass term was recently discussed

in Ref. 43.
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are ϕ
ω/edge
±,e/o (x4)⊗ eip·x, where the bulk modes

ϕω±,o(x4) =
eiωx4 − e−iωx4

√
2π

, ϕω±,e(x4) =
(iω ±M)eiω|x4| + (iω ∓M)e−iω|x4|

√
2π(ω2 +M2)

(56)

have eigenvalues λ2 = p2 + ω2 +M2, and

ϕedge
−,e (x4) =

√
Me−M |x4|, (57)

are the chiral edge localized modes with λ2 = p2. Note here that the subscript ±
indicates the eigenvalue of γ4, and those with e/o are even/odd under the reflection

x4 → −x4. The edge modes appear only in the γ4 = −1 and even sector.

It is important to note that we did not put any boundary condition by hand.

Nevertheless, they automatically satisfy

[∂4 ∓Mε]ϕ
ω/edge
±,e (x4)|x4=0 = 0, ϕω±,o(x4 = 0) = 0, (58)

due to the domain-wall. More importantly, this condition is local and preserves

angular-momentum in the x4 direction, but does not keep the chirality.

For the edge modes, the domain-wall fermion Dirac operator acts as

HDWφ
edge(x) = γ5(γiD

i + γ4∂4 −Mε(x4)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

)eip·xP 4
−ϕ

edge
−,e (x4)

= (γ5γiP
4
−)Dieip·xϕedge−,e (x4)

=

(
0 0

0 iD3D

)
eip·xϕedge−,e (x4), (59)

where P 4
− = 1−γ4

2 , iD3D = −iσiDi(x4), and we have used notations

γi = τ2 ⊗ σi, γ4 = τ3 ⊗ 1, γ5 = τ1 ⊗ 1,

γ5γiP
4
− = (iτ3 ⊗ σi)P 4

− = −1− τ3
2
⊗ iσi, (60)

where σi and τi are the Pauli matrices.

Then the edge mode’s contribution to the η invariant is

−1

2
η(HDW )edge|x4∼0 = −1

2

∑

edgemodes

φedge(x)†sgn(HDW )φedge(x)

= −1

2

∑

edgemodes

φedge(x)†
[
sgn(iD3D|x4=0) +O(|x4|)

]
φedge(x)

= −1

2
η(iD3D)|x4=0 ×



∫
dx4(ϕedge−,e )†ϕedge−,e (x4)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

+O(1/M)


 ,

(61)
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where we have used a fact that the x4 dependence can be treated as an expansion

with respect to 1/M for the edge modes,
∫ +∞

−∞
dx4[ϕedge

−,e (x4)]†xn4ϕ
edge
−,e (x4) = M

∫ +∞

−∞
dx4x

n
4 e
−2M |x4|

< M

∫ +∞

−∞
dx4|x4|ne−2M |x4| = 2M

∫ +∞

0

dx4x
n
4 e
−2Mx4

= 2M(−1/2)n
∂n

∂Mn

∫ +∞

0

dx4e
−2Mx4 = 2M(−1/2)n

∂n

∂Mn

(
1

2M

)

=

{
1 (n = 0)

O(1/Mn) (n > 0)
. (62)

Adding contribution from another set of edge modes at x4 = T , we have

−1

2
η(HDW )edge = −1

2
η(iD3D)|x4=0 +

1

2
η(iD3D)|x4=T , (63)

up to 1/M corrections. The sign of the second term is positive, because the mass

term changes the sign from negative to positive at x4 = T .

For the bulk modes, the eigenvalues satisfy λ2 = p2 + ω2 + M2 > M2 and

therefore, their contribution is local and it is easier to compute “density”,

−1

2
η(HDW )bulk(x) = −1

2

∑

bulkmodes

φbulk(x)†
HDW√
H2
DW

φbulk(x)

= −
∑

bulkmodes

φbulk(x)†
HDW√

π

∫ ∞

0

due−u
2H2

DW φbulk(x)

= − 1√
π

∑

bulkmodes

φbulk(x)†
[

(−γ5Mε(x4) + γ5D)

∫ ∞

0

due−u
2(λ2+γ[µ,ν]Fµν)

]
φbulk(x)

=
1

64π2
ε(x4)εµνρσtrcF

µνF ρσ(x) +O(1/M). (64)

See Ref. 11 for the details. An easier evaluation is to simply take the trace with the

plane wave complete set. This should be valid as far as x4 is larger than 1/M , where

the boundary effect is exponentially small. The Pauli-Villars contribution can be

evaluated with the standard plane waves,

1

2
η(HPV )bulk(x) =

1

64π2
εµνρσtrcF

µνF ρσ(x) +O(1/M). (65)

Now the total index becomes

−1

2
η(HDW) +

1

2
η(HPV) =

1

32π2

∫

0<x4<T

d4xεµνρσtrcF
µνF ρσ(x)

− 1

2
η(iD3D)|x4=0 +

1

2
η(iD3D)|x4=T , (66)
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which coincides with the APS index on a cylinder L3×[0, T ]. Here we have neglected

O(1/M) corrections. However, in Ref. 11, we have shown that the left-hand side of

Eq. (66) is an M -independent integer, purely determined by the gauge field.

The boundary η invariant represents the anomaly of time-reversal symmetry of

the edge-localized mode of topological insulator, which is precisely canceled by that

of the bulk modes. The bulk and edge decomposition of the domain-wall fermion

Dirac operator matches this physical picture.

5.2. A non-perturbative proof

In the previous subsection, we have perturbatively confirmed the equality

IndDAPS = −1

2
η(HDW)PV. (67)

on a flat four-dimensional manifold. The two quantities are defined on different

manifolds. The original APS index is given on a manifold with boundary, while

the η invariant of the domain-wall Dirac operator is given on a closed manifold.

The boundary conditions are also quite different. The readers may wonder if the

equality is true on a general manifold or just a coincidence. In Ref. 12 we derived a

theorem that for any APS index of a massless Dirac operator on a even-dimensional

curved manifold X+ with boundary, there exists a massive (domain-wall) Dirac

operator on a closed manifold, sharing its half with X+, and its η invariant is equal

to the original index. In this subsection, we give a physicist-friendly sketch of our

mathematical proof.

First, we introduce a direct product X × R, where X = X+ ∪ X− is a closed

2n-dimensional manifold on which the domain-wall fermion lives. X± denotes the

region where the mass term has ± sign. On this extended manifold, we modify the

mass term as

m(x, s) =

{−M for s > 0, x ∈ X+

+M otherwise
, (68)

as presented in Fig. 3. Here x denotes a coordinate in X and s is in the R direction.

In this setup, we assume that the gauge field and metric on X are just copied in

the s direction, and the s component of the gauge field is zero. Note here that on

the s = +1 slice, the mass term is the same as the original kink mass on X and

that on the s = −1 slice is positive everywhere in X as in the Dirac operator on

the Pauli-Villars field. Compared to the AS index case we discussed in Sec. 3.2, the

domain-wall located at s = 0 (or x5 = 0) is bent and extended towards the s = +∞
direction.

In a similar way as in Sec. 3.2, let us introduce a Dirac operator on a fermion

field in X × R,

D2n+1
DW (M) = τ2 ⊗ ∂s + iτ1 ⊗ γ5(D +m(x, s))

= i

(
0 ∂s + γ5(D +m(x, s))

−∂s + γ5(D +m(x, s)) 0

)
. (69)
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We may call it a massless 2n+ 2-dimensional Dirac operator, whose 2n+ 2-th mo-

mentum is fixed to m(x, s). In either interpretation, this Dirac operator D2n+1
DW (M)

has a chiral symmetry with γ7 = τ3 ⊗ 14×4.

Now let us solve the Dirac equation,

D2n+1
DW (M)φ(x, s) = [τ2 ⊗ ∂s + iτ1 ⊗ γ5(D +m(x, s))]φ(x, s) = 0. (70)

In the large M limit, the zero mode solution must shrink around the domain-wall.

For x ∈ X+ and s ∼ 0, they satisfy

τ2[1⊗ ∂s − τ3 ⊗ γ5Msgn(s)]φ(x, s) = 0, (71)

to which we find a edge-localized solution8,9 satisfying

φ(x, s) ∝ exp(−M |s|), −τ3 ⊗ γ5φ(x, s) = +φ(x, s) (72)

and the massless Dirac equation Dφ(x, s) = 0. Note that γ7 = −τ3 ⊗ 14×4 and

12×2 ⊗ γ5 must have the same eigenvalue.

For x near the original domain-wall between X+ and X−, and s > 0, the zero

modes must satisfy

iτ1 ⊗ γ5γ4[∂x4
− γ4Msgn(x4)]φ(x, s) = 0, (73)

where we denote the normal direction to the domain-wall by x4, and the corre-

sponding gamma matrix by γ4. To this equation, we have edge-localized solution

φ(x, s) ∝ exp(−M |x4|), (74)

which is chiral, −1⊗ γ4φ(x, s) = +φ(x, s). The zero modes also satisfy

τ2 ⊗ 1
[
1⊗ 1∂s + τ3 ⊗ γ5(1⊗ γiDi)

]
φ(x, s)

= τ2 ⊗ 1
[
1⊗ 1∂s − (1⊗ γ4γiD

i)(−τ3 ⊗ γ5)
]
φ(x, s) = 0. (75)

Since γ4γiD
i is s-independent, it is natural to assume that the requirement −τ3 ⊗

γ5φ(x, s = 0) = φ(x, s = 0) at s = 0 is inherited to the all range of s > 0.

Here let us define A = γ4γiD
i and its eigenvalues and states by λA and φλA(x),

respectively. The above Dirac equation is now simplified as

(∂s −A)φ(x) = 0, (76)

and the solution is given by a linear combination of φλA(x),

φ(x) =
∑

λA

αλAφλA(x) exp(λAs). (77)

Note that the coefficient αλA must be zero for λA > 0, otherwise, the solution is not

normalizable. Interestingly, this constraint is exactly the same as the APS boundary

condition at the boundary of X+ and s = 0.

This is not a coincidence but proved in the original APS paper:3–5 the APS

index is equal to the index on a manifold with an infinite cylinder attached to the
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original boundary, with respect to the square integrable modes. Here, the gauge

field and metric are just copied along the cylinderk.

To summarize, the solution to D2n+1
DW (M)φ(x, s) = 0 with chirality γ7 = ±1

must satisfy Dφ(x, s = 0) = 0 with the same chirality of γ5 in the region x ∈ X+

and satisfy the APS boundary condition at the boundary. Namely, we have shown

that Ind(D2n+1
DW (M)) = IndAPS(D|X+

).
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Fig. 3. The cylindrical manifold X × R and the mass configuration.

Next we consider the same Dirac equation but at s = ±∞. At s = −∞, the

equation is

0 = [τ2 ⊗ ∂x5
+ iτ1 ⊗ γ5(D +M)]φ(x) = τ2 [1⊗ ∂x5

+ τ3 ⊗HPV]φ(x). (78)

For γ7 = τ3 = ±1, the solution is a linear combination of

exp(∓λPVs),

where λPV is an eigenvalue ofHPV, which is normalizable only when sgn(λPV) = ∓1,

in the s→ −∞ limit. At s = +∞, the domain-wall fermion Dirac operator appears,

0 = [τ2 ⊗ ∂x5
+ iτ1 ⊗ γ5(D − εM)]φ(x) = τ2 [1⊗ ∂x5

+ τ3 ⊗HDW]φ(x), (79)

where ε(x) = +1 for x ∈ X+ and -1, otherwise. For γ7 = τ3 = ±1, the solution is a

linear combination of

exp(∓λDWs),

where λDW is an eigenvalue of HDW, which is normalizable only when sgn(λDW) =

±1, in the s→∞ limit.

kTo be precise, we have to take the induced metric embedded at the “corner” s = 0 and boundary

of X+ into account. In our paper 12, it was proved that the difference of the metric from the

original APS is small enough to guarantee that the index is unchanged.
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Now the proof goes the exactly same way as in the AS index shown in Sec. 3.2.

Smoothing the step function and considering an adiabatic s dependence of the

solutions, we can assign a one-to-one correspondence between the solution and the

one-parameter family of each eigenvalue λs of the Hermitian Dirac operator on the

slice s. For a γ7 = +1 zero mode, we have to find a λs with λPV < 0 (at s = −∞)

and λDW > 0 (at s = +∞), while for γ7 = −1 we have to find the one with λPV > 0

and λDW < 0. The index is given by the spectral flow along the path s ∈ [−∞,+∞]

counting the increased number of the positive eigenvalues subtracted by that of the

negative eigenvalues divided by 2:

Ind[D2n+1
DW (M)] =

1

2

∑

λPV

sgn(λPV)− 1

2

∑

λDW

sgn(λDW), (80)

which is equal to the RHS of Eq. (67). The proof for our main theorem is complete.

In this section, have perturbatively and non-perturbatively shown that

(
Ind(D2n+1

DW (M)) =
)

IndAPS(D|X+
) = −1

2
η(HDW) +

1

2
η(HPV). (81)

For the massive expression, the chiral symmetry is not crucial at all and we do not

need any nonlocal boundary conditions. In the next section, we will see that this

massive formulation is valid even on a lattice.

6. APS index on a lattice

After a long history of chiral symmetry in lattice gauge theory since Refs. 44, 45,

it is now well-known that the Atiyah-Singer index on an even-dimensional torus

can be formulated even with finite lattice spacings.46 This is possible using the

overlap Dirac operator47 or that in the perfect action,48 satisfying the Ginsparg-

Wilson relation,49 as a consequence of the exactness of the modified lattice chiral

symmetry.50 However, its extension to the APS index has been untouched due to

the difficulty of the nonlocal boundary condition. In this section, we show that the

domain-wall Dirac operator can formulate the APS index even on a lattice.13

The difficulty of the chiral symmetry originates from the periodic boundary

condition of the momentum space in lattice gauge theory. The naive Dirac operator

iγµpµ is replaced by iγµ sin(pµa)/a with a lattice spacing a, which has 15 unphysical

poles, as pµ for each direction µ has two zero points pµ = 0 and pµ = π/a. To remove

the unwanted modes called doublers, one needs to add a momentum-dependent

mass term (Wilson term), which explicitly breaks the chiral symmetry. Since the

Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem44,45 proved that the chiral symmetry must be broken in

order to remove the doublers, it has been a challenge to formulate an exactly chiral

symmetric fermion on a lattice.

In fact, there is one symmetry which must be explicitly broken on a lattice. It

is the axial U(1) symmetry. If there is a lattice Dirac operator free from doublers

which breaks the axial U(1) only, we are able to respect all other part of chiral
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symmetries SU(Nf )L×SU(Nf )R×U(1)V , where Nf is the number of flavors, in a

lattice gauge theory.

The overlap Dirac operator47 perfectly meets the desired conditions. It is defined

by

Dov =
1

a

(
1 + γ5

HW√
H2
W

)
, (82)

where HW = γ5(DW −M) is a massive Wilson Dirac operator with a cut-off scale

mass M = 1/a, and satisfies the Ginsparg-Wilson relation

γ5Dov +Dovγ5 = aDovγ5Dov. (83)

The overlap fermion action S =
∑
x ψ̄Dovψ(x) is invariant under the modified chiral

transformation,

ψ → eiαγ5(1−aDov)ψ, ψ̄ → ψ̄eiαγ5 , (84)

but the fermion measure transforms as

dψdψ̄ → exp [iαTr(γ5 + γ5(1− aDov))] dψdψ̄, (85)

which precisely reproduces the axial U(1) anomalyl. Moreover,

Trγ5

(
1− aDov

2

)
, (86)

corresponds to the Atiyah-Singer index. It is known that the eigenvalue spectrum

of the overlap Dirac operator makes a circle of radius 1/a whose center is located at

1/a in the complex plane. We can show that the complex eigenvalues of Dov make

± pairs of the “chirality” operator γ5

(
1− aD

2

)
and the real modes at 2/a, which

corresponds to the doublers, do not contribute. Thus the above trace essentially

counts the index of Dov.

Despite a remarkable success of the AS index in lattice gauge theory, its extension

to the APS has been not known. In continuum theory, the Dirac operator can be

decomposed as D = γ4D4 +γiDi, and the APS boundary condition is imposed with

respect to the eigenfunctions of γ4γ
iDi, which corresponds to the Dirac operator

on the boundary. For the lattice Dirac operator Dov, there is no simple way to

separate the boundary part of the operator. Moreover, it was shown in Ref. 41 that

any boundary condition but periodic or anti-periodic boundary conditions breaks

the Ginsparg-Wilson relation.

Although formulating the APS index of a massless lattice Dirac operator looks

hopeless, a great hint is hidden in the formulation of the AS index. Simply substi-

tuting the definition of the overlap Dirac operator into Eq. (86), we end up with

lFor the flavor-non-singlet transformation, the measure is invariant. Namely, the SU(Nf )L ×
SU(Nf )R is still preserved.
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the η invariant of the massive Wilson Dirac operatorm,

Ind(Dov) = −1

2
Tr

HW√
H2
W

= −1

2
η(γ5(DW −M)). (87)

Surprisingly, the lattice AS index theorem “knew” that the index can be given with

massive Dirac operator and chiral symmetry is not important: the Wilson Dirac

operator is enough to define it.

Let us here summarize the situation in Tab. 1 and 2. The standard index the-

orems with respect to the massless fermion Dirac operator requires much efforts

to formulate. The APS index elaborates a nonlocal (and unphysical) boundary

condition, the lattice AS needs a complicated chiral Dirac operator satisfying the

Ginsparg-Wilson relation, and the lattice version of APS is not even known yet.

Instead, the η invariant of the massive Dirac operator offers a unified description

of the index theorems on a closed manifold. The APS index is obtained by just

changing the sign of the mass on a domain-wall. The lattice version of the AS index

is given by the Wilson Dirac operator, even without knowing its equivalence to the

index of the overlap Dirac operator. As already shown in Fig. 2, the massive bulk

definition is stable against symmetry breaking of the original Dirac operator, as it

counts one-dimensional objects, the spectral flow, rather than points of the massless

Dirac operator spectrum. It is now natural to speculate that the lattice formulation

of the APS index is given by the η invariant of lattice domain-wall Dirac operator

−1

2
η(γ5(DW − εM)). (88)

In Ref. 13, by a tedious but straight-forward perturbative computationn, we have

shown on a four-dimensional Euclidean lattice with periodic boundary conditions

(of which continuum limit is T 4) that

−1

2
η(γ5(DW − εM1 +M2)) =

1

32π2

∫

0<x4<T

d4xεµνρσtrcF
µνF ρσ(x)

+
1

2
η(iD3D)|x4=0 −

1

2
η(iD3D)|x4=T +O(a), (89)

where ε = sgn(x4 − a/2)sgn(T − x4 − a/2) represent two domain-walls we put at

x4 = a/2 and x4 = T − a/2 with the lattice spacing a. The LHS is shown in the

limit M1 + M2 → ∞ while M = M1 −M2 is fixed. Note that the left-hand side

is always an integer. Therefore, we expect that this definition of the APS index on

the lattice is nonperturbatively valid, with possibly additional requirement on the

smoothness of the gauge link variables.56

mThis relation was known in Refs. 51,52. However, as far as we know, its mathematical importance
of using the massive Dirac operator without chiral symmetry has not been discussed. See Refs. 53,54

for recent progress by mathematicians.
nBulk part computation is similar to that of AS index.55
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Table 1. The standard formulation with massless Dirac op-

erator

continuum lattice

AS Trγ5eD
2/M2

Trγ5(1− aDov/2)

APS Trγ5eD
2/M2

w/ APS b.c. not known.

Table 2. The η invariant of massive Dirac operator

continuum lattice

AS − 1
2
η(γ5(D −M))PV. − 1

2
η(γ5(DW −M))

APS − 1
2
η(γ5(D − εM))PV. − 1

2
η(γ5(DW − εM))

7. Mod-two APS index

So far we have only considered the standard index taking an integer value on an

even-dimensional manifold. In Ref. 15, we extended our work to the odd-dimensional

cases, which have the so-called mod-two index defined by the number of zero modes

mod 2. The mod-two index makes sense only when the Dirac operator is real where

every nonzero mode makes a ± pair: for Dφ = iλφ, we have Dφ∗ = −iλφ∗. If

one non-zero mode goes down to zero, so does its pair with the opposite sign. The

number of zero modes can change by even numbers only under smooth variation of

the gauge field and metric.

In the odd-dimensional case, we cannot use the η invariant. Instead, we have the

so-called spectral flow. As we have seen in Sec. 5, the η invariant is also equivalent

to the spectral flowo:

Sf[H1]H0
= −1

2
η(H1) +

1

2
η(H0), (90)

where the two Hermitian operator H0 and H1 are smoothly connected by a one-

parameter family Ht.

For a real Dirac operator D (in odd dimensions), we introduce a doubled spinor

field and an anti-Hermitian and real massive Dirac operator on it,

A(m) :=

(
D +m

−(D +m)†

)
. (91)

and using the mod-two spectral flow,57,58 Sf2[A1]A0
, which is defined by the number

of zero-crossing pairs along the one-parameter family At t ∈ [0, 1], we have proved

that

Sf2[A(−εM)]A(M), (92)

is equal to the mod-two APS index Indmod−2
APS (D) in the ε = +1 region.

oThis is true only in even dimensions.
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Moreover, we showed that the index is related to the domain-wall fermion de-

terminant by

det
D − εM
D +M

∝ (−1)Indmod−2
APS (D), (93)

which allows us to decompose the edge and bulk contributions as

IndAPS(D) = Iedge + Ibulk (mod 2),

Iedge =
1− sgn [detDedge]

2
,

Ibulk =
1− sgn [detDbulk]

2
. (94)

Here,

Dedge :=

(
D − εM 0

0 ∂ + εM

)(
D − εM µI

µI−1 ∂ + εM

)−1

, (95)

Dbulk :=

(
D − εM µI

µI−1 ∂ + εM

)(
D +M 0

0 ∂ +M

)−1

, (96)

where ∂ denotes the free Dirac operator and the mass µ � M , which breaks the

gauge symmetry, is introduced to give an ultra-violet cut-off to the edge modes,

while it is the infra-red cut-off for the bulk modes. Since Dedge and Dbulk are both

real, the decomposition represents the inflow of the global anomaly.59–62

Note that the lattice Wilson Dirac operator inherits the real structure of the

operator, and the lattice version of A(m),

AW (m) :=

(
DW +m

−(DW +m)†

)
(97)

and the corresponding mod-two spectral flow from the spectrum of a reference

operator AW (M) can be defined without any difficulty. Therefore, as shown in

Tab. 3, this achieves a further unification of the index theorems: the standard/mod-

two AS/APS index in continuum/lattice theory can be reformulated by the spectral

flow of a massive Dirac operator on a closed manifold without boundary.

Table 3. The spectral flow of massive Dirac operator

continuum lattice

AS Sf[γ5(D −M)]H(M) Sf[γ5(DW −M)]HW (M)

APS Sf[γ5(D − εM)]H(M) Sf(γ5(DW − εM)]HW (M)

mod-2 AS Sf2

[(
D −M

−(D −M)†

)]
A(M)

Sf2

[(
DW −M

−(DW −M)†

)]
AW (M)

mod-2 APS Sf2

[(
D − εM

−(D − εM)†

)]
A(M)

Sf2

[(
DW − εM

−(DW − εM)†

)]
AW (M)
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8. Summary and discussion

In this review, we have shown that the axial anomaly and index theorems can be

understood with massive fermions. The η invariant or spectral flow of the massive

Dirac operator, including the domain-wall Dirac operator, on a closed manifold

without boundary, gives a unified view of different types of index theorems. The

formulation is physicist-friendly enough that the application to lattice gauge theory

is straightforward.

The massive formulation of the index theorems have a tight connection to physics

of topological insulators. The edge-localized modes appear at the domain-wall, and

describe the η invariant of the boundary operator. Unlike the original formulation

of APS, the non-locality of the η invariant is not a consequence of the boundary

condition, but reflects the massless nature of the edge modes. From the bulk mode

contribution, which is massive, we obtain a local expression of the curvature term.

In order to identify the topological and normal phases of massive fermions, it is

essential to choose a regularization of the η invariant that distinguishes the sign of

the mass. In this paper, we have chosen the Pauli-Villars subtraction in continuum

theory, and Wilson Dirac operator on a lattice. We have set the coefficients of the

Pauli-Villars mass and the Wilson term positive, and the domain of the topological

phase is identified as that having negative fermion mass. It may be difficult to

formulate the anomaly (inflow) with regularizations which cannot distinguish the

sign of the mass, such as dimensional or heat kernel regularizations.

The equivalence of the massive formulation to the original AS or APS has been

proven through the index of a higher-dimensional Dirac operator D2n+1
DW (M) on

X × R. Since the extended manifold has cylindrical ends at s → ±∞, the index is

equal to the index on X× [−1, 1], where the APS boundary condition is imposed at

s = ±1. Then an interesting question is if we can express this higher-dimensional

index by the η invariant again:

IndAPS(D2n+1
DW (M)|X×[−1,1]) = −1

2
η(γ7(D2n+1

DW (M)− µκ))PV., (98)

where we have introduced a second mass term µκ with κ = 1 in s ∈ [−1, 1],

and −1, otherwise. In this “doubly” domain-wall fermion, the original edge mode

localized in 2n − 1 dimensional manifold Y becomes the edge-of-edge states63–65

of γ7(D2n+1
DW (M) − µκ), which is localized at the junction of the first and second

domain-walls. This recursive structure might be useful for understanding physics of

higher order topological insulators.66,67

Our work is limited to the real and pseudo-real fermions. In the literature,42,68,69

it is claimed that the phase of the massive complex fermion is controlled by the η

invariant of a massless Dirac operator with the APS boundary condition. It would

be interesting to study if the domain-wall fermion can reformulate the phase of the

complex fermion determinant without any nonlocal boundary conditions.

As a final discussion, let us reconsider the difference between massless and mas-

sive systems. In physics, we have been imprinted that a symmetry makes some
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particle fields massless, which leads to a good control of understanding nature. For

example, the gauge symmetry in the Yang-Mills fields makes gauge bosons mass-

less, which guarantees that the theory renormalizable. Even when the symmetry is

broken, if it is spontaneous, we still have a good control of the theory, thanks to the

Nambu-Goldstone theorem.70,71 Such a “symmetry fundamentalism” that massless

is better than massive, has been a driving force in particle physics and successful

for 50 years. However, we have also experienced problems where we cannot find any

relevant symmetry to explain the small scales of the particles, such as the Higgs

boson mass. In this review, we have seen that massive fermion is not always inferior

to the massless chiral fermion, but sometimes gives mathematically equal or better

understanding of physics. In the systems we used in this article, the symmetry ap-

pears not as a guiding principle of the theory but as an accidental consequence of

the localization of edge modes in the massive system. It would be nice if our works

could give a hint for the “post-symmetry” era of new physics.
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